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Abstract

We investigate the Cauchy problem for the inhomogeneous Navier-Stokes equa-

tions in the whole n-dimensional space. Under some smallness assumption on

the data, we show the existence of global-in-time unique solutions in a critical

functional framework. The initial density is required to belong to the multiplier

space of PBn=p�1
p;1 .Rn/. In particular, piecewise-constant initial densities are ad-

missible data provided the jump at the interface is small enough and generate

global unique solutions with piecewise constant densities. Using Lagrangian co-

ordinates is the key to our results, as it enables us to solve the system by means

of the basic contraction mapping theorem. As a consequence, conditions for

uniqueness are the same as for existence. © 2012 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

Introduction
We address the well-posedness issue for the the incompressible Navier-Stokes

equations with variable density in the whole space Rn:

(0.1)

8̂̂̂
<
ˆ̂̂:
@t�C u � r� D 0;

�.@tuC u � ru/ � ��uC rP D 0;

divu D 0;

ujtD0 D u0:

Above � D �.t; x/ 2 RC stands for the density, u D u.t; x/ 2 RN for the velocity

field, and P D P.t; x/ 2 R for the pressure field. The viscosity coefficient �

is a given positive real number. We supplement this system with the following

boundary conditions:

� the velocity u tends to 0 at infinity,

� the density � tends to some positive constant �� at infinity.
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The exact meaning of those boundary conditions will be given by the functional

framework in which we shall solve the system. In what follows, we will take

�� D 1 to simplify the presentation.

This old system has elicited a renewed interest recently in the mathematics com-

munity. The existence of strong smooth solutions with positive density has been

established in, for example, [10], whereas the theory of global weak solutions with

finite energy has been performed in the book by P.-L. Lions [11] (see also the ref-

erences therein and the monograph [3]). As pointed out in [5], it is possible to

construct strong unique solutions for some classes of smooth enough data with

vanishing density.

In the present paper, we aim at solving the above system in critical functional

spaces, that is, in spaces that have the same invariance with respect to time and

space dilations as the system itself (see, e.g., [6, 7] for more explanations about

this now-classical approach). In this framework, it has been stated in [1, 6] that,

for data .�0; u0/ such that

.�0 � 1/ 2 PBn=p
p;1 .R

n/; u0 2 PBn=p�1
p;1 .Rn/ with divu0 D 0

and that, for a small enough constant c;

(0.2) k�0 � 1k PBn=p
p;1 .Rn/

C ��1ku0k PBn=p�1
p;1

� c;

we have for any p 2 Œ1; 2n/
� existence of a global solution .�; u;rP / with � � 1 2 Cb.RCI PBn=p

p;1 /;

u2Cb.RCI PBn=p�1
p;1 /, and @tu;r2u;rP 2 L1.RCI PBn=p�1

p;1 /;

� uniqueness in the above space if in addition p � n:

These results have been somewhat extended in [2], where it has been noted that

�0 � 1 may be taken in a larger Besov space, with another Lebesgue exponent.

The above results are based on maximal regularity estimates in Besov spaces

for the evolutionary Stokes system and on the Schauder-Tychonoff fixed point the-

orem. In effect, owing to the hyperbolicity of the density equation, there is a loss of

one derivative in the stability estimates, thus precluding the use of the contraction

mapping (or Banach fixed point) theorem. As a consequence, the conditions for

uniqueness are stronger than those for existence.

Let us also point out that all the above results concerning existence with unique-

ness require the density to be at least uniformly continuous. This condition has

been somewhat weakened recently by P. Germain [9]. However, there initial den-

sities with a jump across an interface cannot be considered.

In the present paper, we aim at solving system (0.1) in the Lagrangian coordi-

nates. The main motivation is that the density is constant along the flow so that

only the (parabolic type) equation for the velocity has to be considered. We shall

show that, after performing this change of coordinates, solving (0.1) may be done

by means of the Banach fixed point theorem. As a consequence, the condition for
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uniqueness need not be stronger than that for the existence, and the flow map is

Lipschitz-continuous (for these new coordinates of course).

Our main result states the global-in-time existence of regular solutions to the

inhomogeneous Navier-Stokes equations in Rn in the optimal Besov setting, un-

der suitable smallness of the data. As regards the initial density, the admissible

regularity is so low (small) that jumps across a C 1 interface may be considered.

This is of particular interest from the viewpoint of physics, as it implies that the

motion of a mixture of two incompressible fluids with slightly different densities

can be modeled by the inhomogeneous Navier-Stokes equations. In addition, the

regularity of the constructed velocity ensures that the C 1 regularity of the interface

between fluids is conserved through the evolution.

We now come to the plan of the paper. In the next section, we present our main

results and give some insight into the proof. Section 2 is devoted to solving the lin-

earized system (0.1) in Lagrangian coordinates. This will enable us to define a map

ˆ W Ep ! Ep where Ep stands for the functional space in which the Lagrangian

version of the momentum equation of (0.1) is going to be solved. Establishing that

ˆ fulfills the conditions of the contraction mapping theorem on a small enough

ball of Ep is the main purpose of Section 3. In the Appendix we prove several

important results concerning the Lagrangian coordinates and Besov spaces.

NOTATION: Throughout, the letter C stands for a generic constant (the meaning

of which depends on the context), and we sometimes write X . Y instead of

X � CY: Finally, for two matrices A D .Aij /1�i;j �n and B D .Bij /1�i;j �n, we

denote A W B D P
i;j AijBj i :

1 Main Results and the Principle of the Proof
Let us first formally derive the Lagrangian equations corresponding to (0.1).

(The reader can refer to the Appendix for the rigorous derivation in our functional

setting.) Let Xu be the flow associated to the vector field u; that is, the solution to

(1.1) Xu.t; y/ D y C
Z t

0

u.�;Xu.�; y//d�:

Let us recall that by Liouville’s formula for transport equations, the divergence-

free condition is equivalent to jDXuj � 1: In other words, the map (1.1) is measure

preserving. Now, denoting

x�.t; y/ WD �.t; Xu.t; y//; xP .t; y/ WD P.t; Xu.t; y//;

xu.t; y/ D u.t; Xu.t; y//;

with .�; u;rP / a solution of (0.1), and using the chain rule and Lemma A.1 from

the Appendix, we gather that x�.t; � / � �0 and that .xu;r xP / satisfies

(1.2)

(
�0@t xu � � divy.AuA

T
ury xu/C AT

ury
xP D 0 with Au D .DyXu/

�1;

divy.Auxu/ D 0:
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Motivated by prior works (see, e.g., [1, 2, 6, 7]), we want to solve the above system

in critical homogeneous Besov spaces. Let us recall that, for 1 � p � 1 and

s � n=p; a tempered distribution u over Rn belongs to the homogeneous Besov

space PBs
p;1.R

n/ if

u D
X
j 2Z

P�ju in S 0.Rn/

and

kuk PBs
p;1.Rn/

WD
X
j 2Z

2jsk P�jukLp.Rn/ < 1:

Here . P�j /j 2Z denotes a homogeneous dyadic resolution of unity in Fourier vari-

ables (see, e.g., [4, chap. 2] for more details).

Loosely speaking, a function belongs to PBs
p;1.R

n/ if it has s derivatives in

Lp.Rn/: In the present paper, we shall make extensive use of the following classi-

cal properties:

� the Besov space PBn=p
p;1 .R

n/ is a Banach algebra embedded in the set of

continuous functions going to 0 at infinity whenever 1 � p < 1I
� the usual product maps PBn=p�1

p;1 .Rn/ � PBn=p
p;1 .R

n/ in PBn=p�1
p;1 .Rn/ when-

ever 1 � p < 2n:

From now on, we shall omit Rn in the notation for Besov spaces. We shall

obtain the existence and uniqueness of a global solution .xu;r xP / for (1.2) in the

space

Ep WD ˚
.xu;r xP / W xu 2 Cb

�
RCI PBn=p�1

p;1

�
; @t xu;r2xu;r xP 2 L1

�
RCI PBn=p�1

p;1

��
;

and we shall endow Ep with the norm

k.xu;r xP /kEp
WD kxuk

L1.RCI PBn=p�1
p;1 /

C k@t xu;�r2xu;r xP k
L1.RCI PBn=p�1

p;1 /
:

We shall also use the local version Ep.T / of Ep; pertaining to functions defined

on Œ0; T /� Rn: Writing out the exact definition and the corresponding norm is left

to the reader.

The required regularity for the initial density �0 is that it belongs to the multi-
plier space M. PBn=p�1

p;1 / for PBn=p�1
p;1 ; that is, the set of those distributions �0 such

that  �0 is in PBn=p�1
p;1 whenever  is in PBn=p�1

p;1 ; endowed with the norm

(1.3) k�0kM. PBn=p�1
p;1 /

WD sup k �0k PBn=p�1
p;1

;

where the supremum is taken over those functions  in PBn=p�1
p;1 with norm 1:

Let us now state our main result.

THEOREM 1.1. Let p 2 Œ1; 2n/ and u0 be a divergence-free vector field with coef-

ficients in PBn=p�1
p;1 .Rn/: Assume that the initial density �0 belongs to the multiplier
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space M. PBn=p�1
p;1 /: There exists a constant c depending only on p and on n such

that if
k�0 � 1kM. PBn=p�1

p;1 /
C ��1ku0k PBn=p�1

p;1

� c;

then system (1.2) has a unique global solution .xu;r xP / in Ep: Moreover, we have

k.xu;r xP / � Cku0k PBn=p�1
p;1

for some constant C depending only on n and on p; and the flow map .�0; u0/ 7�!
.xu;r xP / is Lipschitz-continuous from M. PBn=p�1

p;1 / � PBn=p�1
p;1 to Ep:

In the case where only the density satisfies the smallness condition, we get the

following local-in-time existence result:

THEOREM 1.2. Under the above regularity assumptions, there exists a constant c
depending only on p and on n such that if

k�0 � 1kM. PBn=p�1
p;1 /

� c;

then there exists some T > 0 such that system (1.2) has a unique local solution
.xu;r xP / in Ep.T / and the flow map .�0; u0/ 7�! .xu;r xP / is Lipschitz-continuous
from M. PBn=p�1

p;1 / � PBn=p�1
p;1 to Ep.T /:

The regularity given by Theorem 1.1 ensures that the map defined in (1.1) is

defined globally (see the Appendix). Coming back to the Eulerian formulation,

this will enable us to get the following result (we consider here only the case of

small data to simplify the presentation):

THEOREM 1.3. Under the above assumptions, system (0.1) has a unique global
solution .�; u;rP / with � 2 L1.RCIM. PBn=p�1

p;1 // and .u;rP / 2 Ep:

Let us make a few comments concerning the above assumptions.

� The condition 1 � p < 2n is a consequence of the product laws in Besov

spaces. Let us emphasize that any space L1 \ Bn=q�1
q;1 with q satisfying

(1.4)
1

q
>
1

n
� 1

p
and

1

q
� 1

p
� 1

n

embeds in M. PBn=p�1
p;1 /; a consequence of basic continuity results for the

paraproduct operator (see [4]). Hence the above statement improves those

of [1, 2] as regards the uniqueness. In particular, one may take the initial

velocity in a Besov space with a negative index of regularity, so that a

highly oscillating “large” velocity may give rise to a unique global solution.

� In contrast to the results of [1, 2, 6], it is not clear that the above state-

ments may be generalized so that the viscosity depends on the density, in

which case the diffusion term in the momentum equation of (0.1) reads

div.�.�/.ru C rTu//. The stronger condition �.�0/ � �.1/ small in

M. PBn=p
p;1 / is required with our approach.
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The space M. PBn=p�1
p;1 / is in fact much larger than L1 \ B

n=q�1
q;1 with q sat-

isfying (1.4) (see, e.g., [12, chap. 4]). It contains characteristic functions of C 1-

bounded domains whenever p > n � 1 (see the proof in Lemma A.7). Hence our

result applies to a mixture of fluids, which is of course of great physical interest. In

addition, given that the constructed velocity field u is divergence-free and admits a

C 1 flow X (again, see the Appendix), we deduce the following result, which em-

phasizes the range of Theorem 1.1 and gives a partial answer to an open problem

posed by P.-L. Lions in [11, p. 34]. We just state the case of small velocities to

simplify the presentation:

COROLLARY 1.4. Assume that u0 2 PBn=p�1
p;1 with divu0 D 0 and n�1 < p < 2n:

Let �0 be a bounded C 1 domain of Rn: There exist two constants c (depending
only on p and n) and c0 (depending only on p; n, and �0) such that if

(1.5) ku0k PBn=p�1
p;1

� c and �0 D 1C ���0
with j� j � c0;

then system (0.1) has a unique global solution .�; u;rP / with

� 2 L1
�
RCIM� PBn=p�1

p;1

��
and .u;rP / 2 Ep:

In addition, for all positive time t; one has

(1.6) �.t/ D 1C ���t
where �t D Xu.t;�0/;

and the measure and the C 1 regularity of @�t are preserved.

Let us give the main ideas of the proof of existence. Obviously it suffices to find

a fixed point for the map ‚ W .q; v/ 7! .�; u/ where .�; u/ stands for the solution

to the linear system

(1.7)

8̂̂̂
<
ˆ̂̂:
@t�C v � r� D 0;

q.@tuC v � ru/ � ��uC rP D 0;

divu D 0;

ujjtD0 D u0:

Although it is possible to prove uniform estimates in L1.RCIM. PBn=p�1
p;1 //�Ep

for .�; u;rP /; we do not know how to get stability estimates in the same space,

owing to the hyperbolic nature of the density equation. As a consequence, the

contraction mapping theorem does not apply.

In the present paper, we shall rather define the solution of the above system in

the Lagrangian coordinates corresponding to v. For such coordinates, the density

is time independent. So, given some reference vector field xv and pressure field r xQ
with .xv;r xQ/ 2 Ep; one may define .xu;r xP / to be the solution in the Lagrangian
coordinates y D X�1

v .t; x/ pertaining to v of the second equation in (1.7) (that

Xv is a C 1-diffeomorphism over Rn is proved in the Appendix).
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Let us give more details. We assume that jDXvj � 1 and set

x�.t; y/ WD �.t; Xv.t; y//; xP .t; y/ WD P.t; Xv.t; y//;

xu.t; y/ WD u.t; Xv.t; y//;

where .�; u;rP / stands for a solution to (1.7). Then we have x�.t; � / � �0 and

(see the proof in the Appendix)

(1.8)

(
�0@t xu � � div.AvA

T
vry xu/C AT

vry
xP D 0;

divy.Av xu/ D 0;

with

(1.9) Av WD .DyXv/
�1 and Xv.t; y/ WD y C

Z t

0

xv.�; y/d�:

Solving this linear system globally turns out to be possible under some smallness

condition over xv and �0�1: This will enable us to define a self-mapˆ W .xv;r xQ/ 7!
.xu;r xP / on Ep: Then it will only be a matter of checking that if the data �0 and

u0 satisfy a suitable smallness condition, then the map ˆ fulfills the assumptions

of the standard Banach fixed point theorem. The key to that will be estimates for

the Stokes system in Ep (see Proposition 2.1) and a “magic” algebraic relation

involving the second equation of (1.8) (which has been used before in [13, 14, 15]

in a different context).

2 The Linear Theory
Our proof of existence for the linear system (1.8) will be based on the following

a priori estimates for the Stokes system, the proof of which may be found in [7]:1

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let u0 2 PBs
p;1.R

n/ and f 2 L1.0; T I PBs
p;1.R

n// with p 2
Œ1;1� and s 2 R: Let g W Œ0; T � � Rn ! R be such that

rg 2 L1.0; T I PBs
p;1.R

n//; @tg D divR with R 2 L1.0; T I PBs
p;1.R

n//;

and that the compatibility condition gjtD0 D divu0 on Rn is satisfied.
Then the system

(2.1)

8̂<
:̂
@tu � ��uC rP D f in .0; T / � Rn;

divu D g in .0; T / � Rn;

ujtDt0
D u0 on Rn;

has a unique solution .u;rP / with

u 2 C.Œ0; T /I PBs
p;1.R

n// and @tu;r2u;rP 2 L1.0; T I PBs
p;1.R

n//

1 Because homogeneous zeroth-order multipliers act on any homogeneous Besov space PBs
p;1, one

may take any index s and exponent p 2 Œ1;1� in Proposition 2.1.
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and the following estimate is valid:

(2.2) kuk
L1.0;T I PBs

p;1.Rn//
C k@tu;�r2u;rP k

L1.0;T I PBs
p;1.Rn//

�
C

�kf; �rg;Rk
L1.0;T I PBs

p;1.Rn//
C ku0k PBs

p;1.Rn/

�
where C is an absolute constant with no dependence on � or T:

In order to apply the above statement, we rewrite system (1.8) as

(2.3)

8̂̂̂
<
ˆ̂̂:
@t xu � ��xuC r xP D
.1 � �0/@t xuC � div..AvA

T
v � Id/rxu/C .Id �AT

v/r xP ;
div xu D div..Id �Av/xu/;
xujtD0 D u0:

We assume that the vector field xv from which Av and DXv are defined satisfies

(2.4) xv 2 C.RCI PBn=p�1
p;1 /; @t xv;r2xv 2 L1.RCI PBn=p�1

p;1 /; jDXvj � 1;

and that, for a small enough constant c;

(2.5)

Z 1

0

kDxvk PBn=p
p;1

dt � c:

Even though this system is linear, it cannot be solved directly by means of

Proposition 2.1 for the right-hand side depends on the solution itself. So in or-

der to prove the existence of xu; we shall look for a fixed point of the map

‰ W . xw;r xQ/ 7�! .xu;r xP /
where . xw;r xQ/ 2 Ep and .xu;r xP / stands for the solution of

(2.6)

8̂<
:̂
@t xu � ��xuC r xP D f . xw;r xQ/;
div xu D g. xw/;
xujtD0 D u0:

Above, g. xw/ WD div..Id �Av/ xw/ and

(2.7) f . xw;r xQ/ WD .1 � �0/@t xw C � div..AvA
T
v � Id/r xw/C .Id �AT

v/r xQ:
We claim that, if xv satisfies (2.4) and the smallness condition (2.5), then for any

. xw;r xQ/ in the spaceEp with 1 � p < 2n; the above system has a unique solution

.xu;r xP / in Ep and that, in addition, the map ‰ fulfills the required conditions for

applying the contraction mapping theorem.

That .xu;r xP / exists will stem from Proposition 2.1 provided that f . xw;r xQ/
and g. xw/ fulfill the required conditions. As regards g. xw/; this stems from the

following “magic formula”:

(2.8) g. xw/ D div..Id �Av/ xw/ D D xw W .Id �Av/;

a consequence of jDXvj � 1 (see Corollary A.3 in the Appendix).
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Bounds for g. xw/

Let us first check that g. xw/ 2 L1.RCI PBn=p
p;1 /: As D xw 2 L1.RCI PBn=p

p;1 / and

as, according to (A.8), Id �Av is in L1.RCI PBn=p
p;1 /; this is a consequence of the

fact that PBn=p
p;1 is a Banach algebra and that

g. xw/ D D xw W .Id �Av/:

In addition, we get

(2.9) kg. xw/k
L1.RCI PBn=p

p;1 /
. kDxvk

L1.RCI PBn=p
p;1 /

kD xwk
L1.RCI PBn=p

p;1 /
:

Next, we see that @t .g. xw// D divR1. xw/C divR2. xw/ with

R1. xw/ WD .Id �Av/@t xw and R2. xw/ WD �@tAv xw:
So, according to (A.7) and (A.9) and because the product operator maps PBn=p

p;1 �
PBn=p�1
p;1 in PBn=p�1

p;1 whenever p < 2n; we see that R1. xw/ and R2. xw/ belong to

L1.RCI PBn=p�1
p;1 / and that

kR1. xw/k
L1.RCI PBn=p�1

p;1 /
. kDxvk

L1.RCI PBn=p
p;1 /

k@t xwk
L1.RCI PBn=p�1

p;1 /
;(2.10)

kR2. xw/k
L1.RCI PBn=p�1

p;1 /
. kDxvk

L1.RCI PBn=p
p;1 /

k xwk
L1.RCI PBn=p�1

p;1 /
:(2.11)

Bounds for f . xw; r xQ/

That the first term of f . xw/ belongs to L1.RCI PBn=p�1
p;1 / is a consequence of the

definition of the multiplier space M. PBn=p�1
p;1 /; in addition, we have

(2.12) k.1 � �0/@t xwk PBn=p�1
p;1

� k1 � �0kM. PBn=p�1
p;1 /

k@t xwk PBn=p�1
p;1

:

Next, according to (A.11), the second term of f . xw/ belongs toL1.RCI PBn=p�1
p;1 /

and

(2.13) kdiv..AvA
T
v � Id/r xw/k

L1.RCI PBn=p�1
p;1 /

.

kDxvk
L1.RCI PBn=p

p;1 /
kD xwk

L1.RCI PBn=p
p;1 /

:

Finally, inequality (A.8) and the fact that the product operator maps PBn=p
p;1 �

PBn=p�1
p;1 in PBn=p�1

p;1 if p < 2n ensure that

(2.14) k.Id �AT
v/r xQk

L1.RCI PBn=p�1
p;1 /

.

kDxvk
L1.RCI PBn=p

p;1 /
kD xQk

L1.RCI PBn=p�1
p;1 /

:

So putting together (2.9) to (2.14), one may conclude from Proposition 2.1 that

for any . xw;r xQ/ in Ep; system (2.6) has a unique solution .xu;r xP / in Ep: In
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addition,

k.xu;r xP /kEp
� C

�
ku0k PBn=p�1

p;1

C �k1 � �0kM. PBn=p�1
p;1

/
CkDxvk

L1.RCI PBn=p
p;1

/

�k. xw;r xQ/kEp

�
:

As a consequence, there exists a positive constant c (depending only on n and

on p) such that if (2.5) is satisfied and

(2.15) k1 � �0kM. PBn=p�1
p;1 /

� c;

then

(2.16) k‰. xw;r xQ/kEp
� Cku0k PBn=p�1

p;1

C 1

2
k. xw;r xQ/kEp

:

The Banach theorem thus entails that the linear map ‰ admits a unique fixed point

in Ep; which we shall still denote by .xu;r xP /: Let us emphasize that inequality

(2.16) ensures that

(2.17) k.xu;r xP /kEp
� 2Cku0k PBn=p�1

p;1

;

and that, by construction, divAv xu D 0. Hence, according to Corollary A.3,

jDXuj � 1: In other words, given xv satisfying (2.4) and (2.5), system (2.3) ad-

mits a unique solution .xu;r xP / satisfying (2.4) and (2.17).

3 Inhomogeneous Navier-Stokes Equations

Let us denote by zER
p the closed subset of Ep containing all the couples .xv;r xQ/

such that

jDXvj � 1 and k.xv;r xQ/kEp
� R:

According to the previous section, if one takes .xv;r xQ/ in Ep with xv satisfying

jDXvj � 1 and (2.5), then (1.8) admits a solution .xu;r xP / in the same space such

that jDXuj � 1. Let ˆ.xv;r xQ/ denote this solution.2 We claim that if u0 is small

enough with respect to � in PBn=p�1
p;1 , if the density �0 satisfies (2.15), and if R is

small enough, then ˆ admits a unique fixed point in zER
p as a consequence of the

contraction mapping theorem.

3.1 Stability of zER
p by ˆ

Assume that (2.15) is satisfied and let us take R D c�. Then (2.5) holds true

whenever .xv;r xQ/ is in zER
p . Therefore .xu;r xP / WD ˆ.xv;r xQ/ satisfies (2.17). So

it is clear that if

(3.1) 2Cku0k PBn=p�1
p;1

� c�;

with C as in (2.17), then .xu;r xP / is in zER
p , too.

2 Of course, it is independent of r xQ. However, prescribing the pressure is needed so as to define

a map from a subset of Ep to itself.
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3.2 Contraction Properties
In this part, we show that under conditions (2.15) and (3.1) (with a greater con-

stant C and smaller constant c if needed), the map ˆ W zER
p ! zER

p is 1
2

-Lipschitz.

So we are given .xv1;r xQ1/ and .xv2;r xQ2/ in zER
p , and denote

.xu1;r xP1/ WD ˆ.xv1;r xQ1/ and .xu2;r xP2/ WD ˆ.xv2;r xQ2/:

Let X1 and X2 be the flows associated to xv1 and xv2. Set Ai D .DXi /
�1 for

i D 1; 2. The equations satisfied by ıu WD xu2 � xu1 and rıP WD r xP2 � r xP1 read(
@tıu � ��ıuC rıP D ıf WD ıf1 C ıf2 C ıf3 C � div ıf4 C � div ıf5;

div ıu D ıg WD div..Id �A2/ıuC .A1 � A2/xu1/;

with

ıf1 WD .1 � �0/@tıu; ıf2 WD .Id �AT
2/rıP; ıf3 WD .A1 � A2/

Tr xP1;

ıf4 WD .A2A
T
2 � A1A

T
1/rxu1; ıf5 WD .A2A

T
2 � Id/rıu:

Once again, bounding .ıu;rıP / will stem from Proposition 2.1, which ensures

that if @tıg D div ıR, then

k.ıu;rıP /kEp
. kıf k

L1.RCI PBn=p�1
p;1 /

C �kıgk
L1.RCI PBn=p

p;1 /

C kıRk
L1.RCI PBn=p�1

p;1 /
:

(3.2)

Consequently, we have to bound ıf1; ıf2; ıf3 in L1.RCI PBn=p�1
p;1 / and ıf4; ıf5 in

L1.RCI PBn=p
p;1 /. First, from the definition of the multiplier space M. PBn=p�1

p;1 /, we

readily have

(3.3) kıf1k
L1.RCI PBn=p�1

p;1 /
� k�0 � 1kM. PBn=p�1

p;1 /
k@tıuk

L1.RCI PBn=p�1
p;1 /

:

Next, using inequalities (A.8) and (A.11) and product laws in Besov space yields

kıf2k
L1.RCI PBn=p�1

p;1 /
. kDxv2k

L1.RCI PBn=p
p;1 /

kDıP k
L1.RCI PBn=p�1

p;1 /
;(3.4)

kıf5k
L1.RCI PBn=p

p;1 /
. kDxv2k

L1.RCI PBn=p
p;1 /

kDıuk
L1.RCI PBn=p

p;1 /
:(3.5)

Inequality (A.13) ensures that

(3.6) kıf3k
L1.RCI PBn=p

p;1 /
. kDıvk

L1.RCI PBn=p
p;1 /

kD xP1k
L1.RCI PBn=p�1

p;1 /
;

whereas inequalities (A.13) and (A.14) yield

(3.7) kıf4k
L1.RCI PBn=p

p;1 /
. kDıvk

L1.RCI PBn=p
p;1 /

kDxu1k
L1.RCI PBn=p

p;1 /
:

In order to bound ıg in L1.RCI PBn=p
p;1 /, we shall use the fact that, by construc-

tion,

div xui D div..Id �Ai /xui / D Dxui W .Id �Ai /:

Hence

ıg D Dıu W .Id �A2/ �Dxu1 W .A2 � A1/:
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Now, easy computations based on (A.8) and (A.13) yield

(3.8) kDıu W .Id �A2/kL1.RCI PBn=p
p;1 /

.

kDxv2k
L1.RCI PBn=p

p;1 /
kDıuk

L1.RCI PBn=p
p;1 /

;

(3.9) kDxu1 W .A2 � A1/kL1.RCI PBn=p
p;1 /

.

kDxu1k
L1.RCI PBn=p

p;1 /
kDıvk

L1.RCI PBn=p
p;1 /

:

Finally, to bound @tıg, we decompose it into div.ıR1 C ıR2 C ıR3 C ıR4/ with

ıR1 D �@tA2 ıu; ıR2 D .Id �A2/@tıu;

ıR3 D @t .A1 � A2/xu1; ıR4 D .A1 � A2/@t xu1:

Using (A.7), (A.9), and product laws in Besov spaces, we see that

kıR1k
L1.RCI PBn=p�1

p;1 /
. kDxv2k

L1.RCI PBn=p
p;1 /

kıuk
L1.RCI PBn=p�1

p;1 /
;(3.10)

kıR2k
L1.RCI PBn=p�1

p;1 /
. kDxv2k

L1.RCI PBn=p
p;1 /

k@tıuk
L1.RCI PBn=p�1

p;1 /
:(3.11)

In order to bound ıR3, it suffices to take advantage of (A.15). We get

(3.12) kıR3k
L1.RCI PBn=p�1

p;1 /
. kDıvk

L1.RCI PBn=p
p;1 /

kxu1k
L1.RCI PBn=p�1

p;1 /
:

Finally, using again (A.14), we see that

(3.13) kıR4k
L1.RCI PBn=p�1

p;1 /
. kDıvk

L1.RCI PBn=p
p;1 /

k@t xu1k
L1.RCI PBn=p�1

p;1 /
:

One can now plug inequalities (3.3) into (3.13) in (3.2). We end up with

k.ıu;rıP /kEp
� C

�k1 � �0kM. PBn=p�1
p;1

/
C kDxv2k

L1.RCI PBn=p
p;1

/

�k.ıu;rıP /kEp

C C��1k.xu1;r xP1/kEp
k.ıv;rıQ/kEp

:

So we see that if (2.5) and (2.15) are satisfied for xv1, xv2, and �0 with a small enough

constant c, then we have

k.ıu;rıP /kEp
� 2CR��1k.ıv;rıQ/kEp

:

Hence the map ˆ W zER
p 7! zER

p is 1
2

-Lipschitz whenever R and the data have been

chosen so that (2.15) and (3.1) are satisfied and 4CR � �. This completes the

proof of existence of a unique solution to system (1.2) in zER
p .

3.3 Stability Estimates in Ep

In this part, we want to prove stability estimates in Ep for the solutions to (1.2).

This will ensure both uniqueness and that the flow map is Lipschitz.

We consider two initial divergence-free velocity fields u0;1 and u0;2 in PBn=p�1
p;1 ,

and densities �0;1 and �0;2 in M. PBn=p�1
p;1 / satisfying (2.15) and (3.1). We want

to compare two solutions .xu1;r xP1/ and .xu2;r xP2/ in Ep of system (1.2), corre-

sponding to data .�0;1; u0;1/ and .�0;2; u0;2/.
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The proof is similar to that of the contractivity of ˆ: we have to bound

ıU.t/ WD kıuk
L1.0;t I PBn=p�1

p;1 /
C k@tıu; �r2ıu;rıP k

L1.0;t I PBn=p�1
p;1 /

with .ıu;rıP / WD .xu2 � xu1;r xP2 � r xP1/ in terms of

kıu0k PBn=p�1
p;1

and kı�0kM. PBn=p�1
p;1 /

:

Now, the system for .ıu;rıP / reads8̂<
:̂
@tıu � ��ıuC rıP D ıf0 C ıf1 C ıf2 C ıf3 C � div.ıf4 C ıf5/;

div ıu D div..Id �A2/ıuC .A1 � A2/xu1/

D Dıu W .Id �A2/CDxu1 W .A1�A2/

with ıf0 WD ı�0 @t xu1 and where ıfi for i 2 f1; : : : ; 5g has been defined in the

previous subsection. Of course, now the matrices A1 and A2 correspond to the

vector fields xu1 and xu2.

Using Proposition 2.1, we gather that for all t 2 Œ0; T /

ıU.t/ .
3X

iD0

kıfikL1.0;t I PBn=p�1
p;1 /

C �

5X
iD4

kıfikL1.0;t I PBn=p
p;1 /

C
4X

iD1

kıRikL1.0;t I PBn=p�1
p;1 /

C �kDıu W .Id �A2/kL1.0;t I PBn=p
p;1 /

C �kDxu1 W .A2 � A1/kL1.0;t I PBn=p
p;1 /

C kıu0k PBn=p�1
p;1

:

From the definition of the multiplier space M. PBn=p�1
p;1 /, we readily have

kıf0k PBn=p�1
p;1

� kı�0kM. PBn=p�1
p;1 /

k@t xu1k PBn=p�1
p;1

:

The other terms may be bounded as in the previous subsection. So we eventually

conclude that for all t 2 Œ0; T /

ıU.t/ � 1

2
ıU.t/C C

�kı�0kM. PBn=p�1
p;1 /

C kıu0k PBn=p�1
p;1

�
whenever, for i D 1; 2,

sup
t2Œ0;T /

kxui .t/k PBn=p�1
p;1

C
Z T

0

�
��1k@t xui ;r xPik PBn=p�1

p;1

C kDxuik PBn=p
p;1

�
dt

is small enough. This completes the proof of stability estimates.
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3.4 Proof of the Local-in-Time Existence Result
Here we explain how the arguments of the previous subsections have to be mod-

ified so as to handle large initial velocities.

Let us first notice that the computations that have been performed in Section 2

also hold locally on Œ0; T / whenever xv satisfies

(3.14)
xv 2 Cb.Œ0; T /I PBn=p�1

p;1 /; @t xv;r2xv 2 L1.0; T I PBn=p�1
p;1 /;

jDXvj � 1 on Œ0; T / � Rn;

and

(3.15)

Z T

0

kDxvk PBn=p
p;1

dt � c:

This ensures that, under condition (2.15), system (1.8) may be solved locally in

Ep.T /. Of course, inequality (2.17) is still satisfied (for the norm in Ep.T /).

However, it is not accurate enough to solve the nonlinear system if u0 is too large.

To overcome this, we shall apply the contraction mapping theorem in some suitable

neighborhood of the solution .uL;rPL/ to the “free” Stokes system, that is,

(3.16)

8̂<
:̂
@tuL � ��uL C rPL D 0 in Œ0; T / � Rn;

divuL D 0 in Œ0; T / � Rn;

uLjtD0 D u0 on Rn:

Setting .xu;r xP / WD ˆ.xv;r xQ/, we want to show that if T is small enough (a

condition that will be expressed in terms of the free solution only) then .zu;r zP / WD
.xu�uL;r. xP�PL// is small. For that, we shall apply Proposition 2.1 to the system

satisfied by .zu;r zP /, namely,

(3.17)

8̂<
:̂
@t zu � ��zuC r zP D f .xu;r xP /;
div zu D g.xu/;
zujtD0 D 0;

where f .xu;r xP / and g.xu/ have been defined in Section 2.

On the one hand, we shall bound f .xu;r xP / in L1.0; T I PBn=p�1
p;1 / and g.xu/ in

L1.0; T I PBn=p
p;1 / exactly as in Section 2; on the other hand, decomposing @t .g.xu//

intoR1.xu/CR2.xu/, we see that the bound (2.11) forR2.xu/ is not accurate enough

as it involves kxuk
L1.0;T I PBn=p�1

p;1 /
, which need not be small for T going to 0, if u0

is large. So we shall instead write

R2.xu/ D �@tAvuL � @tAv zu;
and use product laws and inequality (A.10) to get

kR2.xu/k
L1.0;T I PBn=p�1

p;1 /
. kDxvk

L2.0;T I PBn=p�1
p;1 /

kuLk
L2.0;T I PBn=p

p;1 /

C kDxvk
L1.0;T I PBn=p

p;1 /
kzuk

L1.0;T I PBn=p�1
p;1 /

:
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Finally, using Proposition 2.1 and decomposing everywhere xu and r xP in uLCzu
and rPL C r zP , we get

k.zu;D zP /kEp.T /

� C.k1 � �0kM. PBn=p�1
p;1 /

C kDxvk
L1.0;T I PBn=p

p;1 /
/.k.zu;D zP /kEp.T /

C k@tuL; �D
2uL;DPLk

L1.0;T I PBn=p�1
p;1 /

/

C Ckxvk
L2.0;T I PBn=p

p;1 /
kuLk

L2.0;T I PBn=p
p;1 /

:

Therefore, if (2.15) and (3.15) are satisfied with c small enough and if zv WD xv�uL,

then we get

k.zu;D zP /kEp.T /

� Cck@tuL; �D
2uL;DPLk

L1.0;T I PBn=p�1
p;1 /

C CkuLk2

L2.0;T I PBn=p
p;1 /

C Ckzvk
L2.0;T I PBn=p

p;1 /
kuLk

L2.0;T I PBn=p
p;1 /

:

This inequality together with the interpolation inequality

kzvk
L2.0;T I PBn=p

p;1 /
k � kzvk1=2

L1.0;T I PBn=pC1
p;1 /

kzvk1=2

L1.0;T I PBn=p�1
p;1 /

ensures that ˆ maps .uL;rPL/C zER
p .T / (where zER

p .T / is the “local” version of

zER
p ) into itself whenever T satisfies

(3.18)

Cck@tuL; �D
2uL;DPLk

L1.0;T I PBn=p�1
p;1 /

C CkuLk2

L2.0;T I PBn=p
p;1 /

� R

2
;

C��1=2kuLk
L2.0;T I PBn=p

p;1 /
� 1

2
:

Of course, for (3.15) to be satisfied, it suffices to take R D c�=2 and to assume

that T is so small that

(3.19) kDuLk
L1.0;T I PBn=p

p;1 /
� c

2
:

So if (3.18) and (3.19) are satisfied (conditions that depend only on the data), then

one may conclude that ˆ maps .uL;rPL/C zER
p .T / into itself.

The proof of the contraction properties for ˆ in this context follows the same

lines: We consider .xui ;r xPi / D ˆ.xvi ;r xQi / with .xvi ;r xQi / in .uL;rPL/ C
zER
p .T / for i D 1; 2; then we bound all the terms ıfi , ıgi , and ıRi as in the case of

small initial velocity except for ıR3, since it involves kxu1k
L1.0;T I PBn=p�1

p;1 /
, which
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need not be small for T going to 0. For this latter term, we notice that, according

to (A.16),

kıR3k
L1.0;T I PBn=p�1

p;1 /
. kıvk

L2.0;T I PBn=p
p;1 /

kxu1k
L2.0;T I PBn=p

p;1 /
:

So we eventually get

k.ıu;rıP /kEp.T /

� C.k1 � �0kM. PBn=p�1
p;1

/
C kDxv2k

L1.0;T I PBn=p
p;1

/
/k.ıu;rıP /kEp.T /

C C.��1k.zu1;r zP1/kEp.T / C ��1=2kuLk
L2.0;T I PBn=p

p;1
/
/k.ıv;rıQ/kEp.T //:

Note that our assumptions on .zu1;r zP1/ and on the free solution ensures that if R

and T have been chosen small enough, then the factor of the last term is smaller

than, say, 1
2

. So the contraction mapping theorem applies. This completes the proof

of the existence part of Theorem 1.2. Proving the stability and uniqueness follows

from similar arguments. The details are left to the reader.

3.5 Proof of Theorem 1.3
Given data .�0; u0/ satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1.3, one may con-

struct a global solution .xu;r xP / to system (1.2) in Ep. If Xu denotes the “flow”

to xu, which is defined according to (1.9), then the results of the appendix ensure

that, for all t 2 RC, Xu.t; � / is a C 1-diffeomorphism of Rn. In particular, one

may set

�.t; �/ WD �0 ıX�1
u .t; �/; P.t; �/ WD xP .t; �/ ıX�1

u .t; �/;
u.t; �/ WD xu.t; �/ ıX�1

u .t; �/;
and the algebraic relations that are derived in the Appendix show that .�; u;rP /
satisfies system (0.1). In addition, given that Xu.t; � / is measure preserving and

that DXu.t/ � Id belongs to PBn=p
p;1 , the map a 7! a ı X˙1

u .t/ is continuous from

PBs
p;1 to itself if s 2 fn=p � 1; n=pg (see, e.g., [8, chap. 2]). This implies the

following:

� The Eulerian velocity u is in Cb.RCI PBn=p�1
p;1 /.

� For any 	 2 PBn=p�1
p;1 , we have 	 ı X˙1

u .t/ 2 PBn=p�1
p;1 . So, given that

�0 2 M. PBn=p�1
p;1 /, we have

	�.t/ D ..	 ıXu.t//�0/ ıX�1
u .t/ 2 PBn=p�1

p;1 :

Hence � 2 L1.RCIM. PBn=p�1
p;1 //.

� The chain rule ensures that

rP D .AT
u � r xP / ıX�1

u :

So combining product laws and the invariance of PBn=p�1
p;1 by right-compo-

sition, we get rP 2 L1.RCI PBn=p�1
p;1 /.
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� The chain rule also ensures that

ru D .AT
u � rxu/ ıX�1

u :

So using the fact that PBn=p
p;1 is a Banach algebra, and using the invariance

of PBn=p
p;1 by right-composition, we get ru 2 L1.RCI PBn=p

p;1 /.

In order to prove uniqueness, we consider .�1; u1;rP1/ and .�2; u2;rP2/, two

solutions of (0.1) corresponding to the same data .�0; u0/, and perform the La-

grangian change of variable pertaining to the flow of u1 and u2, respectively. The

obtained functions .xu1;r xP1/ and .xu2;r xP2/ both satisfy (1.2) with the same �0

and u0. Hence they coincide as a consequence of the uniqueness part of Theo-

rem 1.1.

Appendix
Let us first derive algebraic relations involving changes of coordinates. We are

given a C 1 measure-preserving diffeomorphism X over Rn. For H W Rn ! Rm,

we agree that xH.y/ D H.x/ with x D X.y/. With this convention, the chain rule

can be written

(A.1) Dy
xH.y/ D DxH.X.y// �DyX.y/ with .DyX/ij WD @yj

X i ;

or, denoting ry D DT
y ,

ry
xH.y/ D .ryX.y// � rxH.X.y//:

Hence we have

(A.2) DxH.x/ D Dy
xH.y/ �A.y/ with A.y/ WD .DyX.y//

�1 D DxX
�1.x/:

LEMMA A.1. Let H be a vector field over Rn. If we denote xH D H ıX , then the
following relation holds true:

(A.3) divx H.x/ D divy.A xH/.y/ D divy.adj.DyX/ xH/.y/ with x D X.y/;

where adj.DyX/ stands for the adjugate of DyX , that is, the transpose of the
cofactor matrix of DyX .

PROOF. This lemma stems from the following series of computations (based on

integrations by parts, (A.2), and the fact that X is measure preserving), which hold

for any scalar test function q:Z
q.x/ divx H.x/ dx D �

Z
Dxq.x/ �H.x/dx;

D �
Z
Dxq.X.y// �H.X.y//dy

D �
Z
Dy xq.y/ � A.y/ � xH.y/dy;

D
Z

xq.y/ divy.AH/.y/dy:
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As X is measure preserving, we have A D adj.DyX/, whence the desired result.

�

Remark A.2. Combining (A.2) and (A.3), we deduce that if a W Rn ! R then

�xa D divx rxa D divy.Arxa/ D divy.AA
Try xa/:

If v is a time-dependent vector field with coefficients in L1.0; T IC 0;1/, we

recall that it then has, by virtue of the Cauchy-Lipschitz theorem, a unique C 1 flow

Xv satisfying

Xv.t; y/ D y C
Z t

0

v.�; Xv.�; y//d� for all t 2 Œ0; T /;

and that Xv.t; � / is a C 1-diffeomorphism over Rn.

Lemma A.1 enables us to deduce the following “magic” relation, which is the

cornerstone of the proof of our main results:

COROLLARY A.3. Let v and w be two time-dependent vector fields with coeffi-
cients in L1.0; T IC 0;1/. Let Xv and Xw be the corresponding flows. Denote
Av WD .DXv/

�1 and Aw WD .DXw/
�1. Let us introduce the Lagrangian coordi-

nates yv and yw pertaining to v and w, respectively, defined by

x D Xv.yv/ D Xw.yw/:

Assume in addition that

jDXvj � 1 and div.Av xwv/ D 0 with xwv WD w ıXv:

Then jDXw j � 1 and for any C 1 vector field H , one has

divH.x/ D .D xHv W Av/.yv/ D div.Aw
xHw/.yw/

with xHv WD H ıXv and xHw WD H ıXw :

PROOF. With the above notation, the chain rule ensures that

DxH.x/ D Dyv
xHv.yv/ � Av.yv/:

Hence taking the trace yields the left equality.

Next, according to Lemma A.1 and to our assumption over v and w, we have

0 D div.Av xwv/.yv/ D divx w.x/:

Hence the Liouville theorem ensures that jDXw j � 1. Finally, applying Lemma

A.1 with Xw completes the proof. �

LEMMA A.4. There exist n2 at least quadratic polynomials Pij W Mn.R/ ! R of
degree n � 1 such that

Id � adj.Id CC/ D .C � .TrC/ Id/C P2.C /;

where P2.C / is the n � n matrix with entries Pij .C /.
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PROOF. It suffices to use the fact that, by definition of the differential of adj, we

have

Id � adj.Id CC/ D adj.Id/ � adj.Id CC/ D �d adj.Id/.C /C P2.C /:

Now,

adj.Id CC/ D .Id CC/�1 det.Id CC/;
and the differential of the reciprocal operator at Id is C 7! �C , while

d det.Id/.C / D .TrC/ Id :

So d adj.Id/.C / D .TrC/ Id �C . �

We now want to establish some a priori estimates for the flow that will be needed

in our main results. The first difficulty that has to be faced is that when imple-

menting the iterative process for solving (1.2), we are given the velocity field xv in
Lagrangian coordinates. Therefore, it first has to be checked whether the “flow”

Xv.t; � / defined by

(A.4) Xv.t; y/ WD y C
Z t

0

xv.�; y/d�

is a C 1-diffeomorphism over Rn. This property is required for constructing the

Eulerian vector field v by setting v.t; � / WD v ıX�1
v .t; � /.

So let us assume that we are given some vector field xv over Œ0; T / � Rn with

xv 2 Cb

�
Œ0; T /I PBn=p�1

p;1

�
; @t xv 2 L1

�
Œ0; T /I PBn=p�1

p;1

�
;

Dxv 2 L1

�
Œ0; T /I PBn=p

p;1

�
:

Differentiating (A.4) with respect to the space variable yields

(A.5) DXv.t; y/ WD Id C
Z t

0

Dxv.�; y/d�:

As PBn=p
p;1 .R

n/ is embedded in the set C0.Rn/ of continuous functions going to 0

at infinity, we deduce thatXv is a C 1 function over RC �Rn. However, in general,

Xv.t; � / need not be a C 1-diffeomorphism over Rn for all t 2 RC. So we assume

that the smallness condition (2.5) is satisfied with c small enough. Then, using

embedding we see that it guarantees that

kDXv.t; � / � Id kL1.Rn/ � 1

2
for all t 2 RC:

Hence, for any t 2 RC, the map Xv.t; � / is a local diffeomorphism. In order

to show that it is a global diffeomorphism, we introduce the solution Yv to the

ordinary differential equation

(A.6) xv.t; Yv.t; x//CDXv.t; Yv.t; x//
d

dt
Yv.t; x/ D 0:
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Under (2.5), the matrix DXv is invertible at every point and .DXv/
�1 � Id

belongs to L1.RCI PBn=p
p;1 /. Indeed, one may write

.DXv/
�1 � Id D

X
k�1

.Id �DXv/
k :

Hence, using the assumptions over xv and the product laws in Besov spaces (here we

need that 1 � p < 2n), (A.6) may be seen as an ordinary differential equation in

the Banach space PBn=p�1
p;1 , which may be solved on Œ0; T / according to the Cauchy-

Lipschitz theorem. In particular, differentiating Xv.t; � / ı Yv.t; � / with respect to

time, we easily gather that Xv.t; � / ı Yv.t; � / D Id for all t 2 Œ0; T /. Therefore,

one may eventually conclude that Xv.t; � / is a C 1-diffeomorphism over Rn, with

inverse Yv.t; � /.
Let us now derive some “flow estimates” that will be needed for constructing the

maps ˆ and ‰. For completeness, the statements here are slightly more general

than needed; that jDX j � 1 is not assumed.

LEMMA A.5. Let p 2 Œ1;C1/. Under assumption (2.5) for xv, we have

kId � adj.DX.t//k PBn=p
p;1

. kDxvk
L1.0;t I PBn=p

p;1 /
;(A.7)

kId �A.t/k PBn=p
p;1

. kDxvk
L1.0;t I PBn=p

p;1 /
;(A.8)

k@t .adj.DX//.t/k PBn=p
p;1

. kDxv.t/k PBn=p
p;1

;(A.9)

k@t .adj.DX//.t/k PBn=p�1
p;1

. kDxv.t/k PBn=p�1
p;1

if p < 2n;(A.10)

kadj.DX.t//AT.t/ � Idk PBn=p
p;1

. kDxvk
L1.0;t I PBn=p

p;1 /
:(A.11)

PROOF. According to Lemma A.4 and to (A.5), one may write

Id � adj.DX.t// D
Z t

0

.Dxv � div xv Id/d� C P2

�Z t

0

Dxv d�
�

where the coefficients of P2 are at least quadratic polynomials of degree n � 1.

Given that PBn=p
p;1 is a Banach algebra and that (2.5) holds, we readily get the result.

In order to prove the second estimate, we just use the fact that, under assumption

(2.5), we have

(A.12) A.t/ D .Id CC.t//�1 D
X
k2N

.�1/k.C.t//k with C.t/ D
Z t

0

Dxv d�;

and that PBn=p
p;1 is a Banach algebra.

In order to prove the third inequality, we use the fact that, according to Lemma

A.4, we have

@t .adj.DX// D @

@t

�
Id C

Z t

0

�
div xv Id �Dxv�

d� C P2

�Z t

0

Dxv d�
��
:
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Hence

@t .adj.DX//.t/ D .div xv.t/ Id �Dxv.t//C dP2

�Z t

0

Dxv d�
�

�Dxv.t/:

As the coefficients of dP2 are polynomials of n2 variables that vanish at 0, we get

k@t .adj.DX//.t/k PBn=p
p;1

. kDxv.t/k PBn=p
p;1

�
1C

����
Z t

0

Dxv d�
���� PBn=p

p;1

�
I

hence (A.9). Proving (A.10) is similar: it is only a matter of using the continuity

of the product from PBn=p�1
p;1 � PBn=p

p;1 to PBn=p�1
p;1 , if p < 2n.

For proving the last inequality, we use the decomposition

adj.DX/AT � Id D .adj.DX/ � Id/AT C .A � Id/T:

So combining inequalities (A.7) and (A.8) and the fact that PBn=p
p;1 is a Banach alge-

bra, we get the result. �

LEMMA A.6. Let xv1 and xv2 be two vector fields satisfying (2.5) and ıv WD xv2 �xv1.
Then we have for all p 2 Œ1;C1/,

kA2 � A1k
L1.0;t I PBn=p

p;1 /
. kDıvk

L1.0;t I PBn=p
p;1 /

;(A.13)

kadj.DX2/ � adj.DX1/kL1.0;t I PBn=p
p;1 /

. kDıvk
L1.0;t I PBn=p

p;1 /
;(A.14)

k@t .adj.DX2/ � adj.DX1//kL1.0;t I PBn=p
p;1 /

. kDıvk
L1.0;t I PBn=p

p;1 /
;(A.15)

(A.16) k@t .adj.DX2/ � adj.DX1//kL2.0;t I PBn=p�1
p;1 /

.

kDıvk
L2.0;t I PBn=p�1

p;1 /
if p < 2n:

PROOF. In order to prove the first inequality, we use the fact that, for i D 1; 2,

we have

Ai D .Id CCi /
�1 D

X
k�0

.�1/kC k
i with Ci .t/ D

Z t

0

Dxvi d�:

Hence

A2 � A1 D
X
k�1

�
C k

2 � C k
1

� D
�Z t

0

Dıv d�

� X
k�1

k�1X
j D0

C
j
1 C

k�1�j
2 :

So using the fact that PBn=p
p;1 is a Banach algebra, it is easy to conclude (A.13).

The second inequality is a consequence of Lemma A.4 and the Taylor formula,

which ensures that, denoting ıC WD C2 � C1,

adj.DX2/ � adj.DX1/ D .Tr ıC / Id �ıC C dP2.C1/.ıC /

C 1

2
d2P2.C1/.ıC; ıC /C � � �
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where the coefficients of P2 are polynomials of degree n � 1. As the sum is finite

and PBn=p
p;1 is a Banach algebra, we get (A.14).

In order to prove the last two estimates, one may differentiate the above relation

with respect to t . Keeping in mind the definition of C1 and C2, we get

@t .adj.DX2/ � adj.DX1// D .div ıv/ Id �Dıv C dP2.C1/ � @tıC

C d2P2.C1/.@tC1; ıC /C � � � :
Then using the product laws in Besov spaces yields the desired inequalities. �

Finally, we have to justify that the multiplier space M. PBn=p�1
p;1 / contains char-

acteristic functions of C 1-bounded domains if p > n � 1. This is a consequence

of the following lemma:

LEMMA A.7. Let � be the half-space RnC or a bounded domain of Rn with C 1-
boundary. Assume that s 2 R and p; q 2 Œ1;1� are such that

(A.17) � 1C 1

p
< s <

1

p
�

Then the characteristic function 1� of � belongs to the space M. PBs
p;q.R

n//.

PROOF. This result, which belongs to mathematical folklore, is closely related

to the fact that under condition (A.17), functions in PBs
p;q.�/ extended by 0 on the

whole space belong to PBs
p;q.R

n/. In the case where � is the half-space RnC, the

lemma has been proved in [7, prop. 3].

If � is a bounded C 1 domain, then one may find a finite number N of C1
c .R

n/

functions 	i and C 1-diffeomorphisms  i so that for any u 2 PBs
p;q.R

n/,

u1� D
NX

iD1

u	i1� and .u	i1�/ ı  i D 1RC � ..u	i / ı  i /:

Now, because condition (A.17) is satisfied, the space PBs
p;q.R

n/ is stable by mul-

tiplication by smooth compactly supported functions and by a C 1 change of vari-

ables (see, e.g., [8, chap. 2]). Therefore the functions .u	i /ı i belong to PBs
p;q.R

n/,

too. Using again the stability of this space by multiplication by 1RC , one may thus

conclude that .u	i1�/ ı  i 2 PBs
p;q.R

n/. Hence u	i1� is in PBs
p;q.R

n/ for all

i 2 f1; : : : ; N g. This completes the proof of the lemma. �
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